


At Paper & Petals we offer a pressing and framing service for 
preserving your bridal bouquet for years to come.

Choose between an off the shelf frame from a homeware store, 
or a bespoke frame made by a local craftsperson.

We will work with you to determine the size and style of frame you’d 
like and what we think will be possible from the information you can 

provide us about your bouquet.

–
The cost for the bouquet pressing process and a suitable off the 

shelf frame is £190 when we are your wedding florist, 
or £240 when we are not. 

Additional smaller add on frames are available for an extra 
£70/frame depending on how many bouquets and arrangements 

there are.

–
The cost for the bouquet pressing process and coordination with the 

framer is £230 when we are your wedding florist, 
or £280 when we are not. 

Additional smaller add on frames are available, POA.

Frames are available in a range of colours including off white, black, 
oak and light grey. They also can be made to A4, A3 or 12x12 inches 
in size. Prices start at £80, for a quote please contact us with your 

requirements.

To enquire please contact 
emmaalexandrareid@gmail.com

Prices subject to change, correct at time of publishing: 2 April 2024



Claude Monet

Please note the roses above were faux



• The customer understands that for the best results, flowers 

should be kept in water for as much of the wedding day and days 

following as possible, and kept away from direct sunlight and 

heat. Should Paper & Petals feel that the bouquet is too decayed 

or damaged to start the preserving process they will notify you 

by email or telephone phone call within 48 hours of receiving the 

bouquet to see how you’d like to proceed. Should you wish to 

revoke the service, the deposit is non-refundable.

• Bouquets must reach Paper & Petals no later than 3 days after 

the wedding.

• The process we use is to flatten and dry out the flowers, this is a 

process which can result in some flowers being lost to damp and 

rot along the way, therefore you should not expect to receive 

100% of the flowers back that were in your bouquet.

• Drying is a natural process which can be impacted by external 

weather and humidity factors, please allow a minimum of 8 

weeks to receive your finished piece(s).

• Drying flowers can result in colour loss, which will continue to 

fade over time. This is not a defect, but a part of aging process of 

a natural product.
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